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We are at a crossroads of technology in the evolution of business process management. Let me explain: 
Not everyone is aware that the majority of process executions require leaving the documented ‘happy 
path’ of a process for completion. Performers should not need to leave the process environment to perform 
unexpected work or simply to communicate. It should not be a technical challenge to modify an otherwise 
standardized process and extend its functionality for future use. 

The decades-old approach of drawing tasks into flowcharts is just about good enough for documentation, but has reached its end-of-life and, 
more importantly, its viability for future progress and expansion. Not only are the participants not even aware of the needed outcomes and 
further ad-hoc automation produces unmanageable spaghetti-code...

We propose that a conversational approach with embedded rules in business language 
supported by machine learning is the future. 
But we don’t need to start from zero and therefore the use of the well-known value stream definition with stages and desired outcomes 
is practical. In Converse Designer the definition of a value stream actually starts from the desired outcome and is defined by the previous 
actions and rules until they achieve the outcome of each stage. A business related set of terms are used to freely define the data and rules from 
existing business libraries. In this way, management, analysts and consultants can be seamlessly involved in the analysis and the actual creation 
of a process. Only the data interfaces to other systems need to be defined once by technical staff and can be reused for each value stream.
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Order fulfillment example 13 ways to start the process

Users have full transparency over the definitions and their performance 
leads to further training through the integrated machine learning with 
the ‘User Trained Agent’, thus achieving the goals in the best possible 
way. Data can be entered by the user, read or written to and from 
interfaces, leading to orchestration. Activities do not have to follow a 
strict sequence, but are limited by business rules where necessary, so 
that maximum freedom in execution is achieved.

Operational excellence is best achieved when collaborative business 
conversations are integrated into operational tasks. The conversational 
user interface, by design, does not require coding as semantic meaning is 
supported by Natural Language Processing, with actions constrained by 
business rules stored in a conversational memory for effective machine 
learning and auditing.
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From Design to Execution in ONE Step

What makes Papyrus Converse stand out?
1 Implement any Business Value Streams in a fraction of time

2 No coding required | Declarative | based on Ontology

3 Business enabled | Avoiding translation gaps

4 Natural Language Rules and Policies during Execution

5 Conversational UI | Start with the outcome in mind | 
Implement in stages  

6 Machine learning | User Trained Agent (UTA)

7 Over time improvements | No Legacy

8 The power of the Papyrus platform 
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